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A short proof is given of the following result of J. Beck. Given any 
m = ~“FI”~+““) sets of cardinality n, there exists a 2-coloring of the underlying 
points so that no set is monochromatic. 
Let E > 0 be fixed and assume m = 25, where s < n”3-r. Let Y be a 
family of m n-element sets and set S = UK Beck [ 1 ] proved that (for n 
sufficiently large) there exists a 2-coloring of S (we shall use Red and Blue) 
so that no A E 7 is monochrommatic. In the notation usually used: m(n) > 
2nn”3to(i). We here present a simplified version of his proof. 
Fix X with S = (Jfl. Color S randomly. That is, for each x E S flip a 
fair coin to determine if x is to be colored Red or Blue. We call this the First 
Coloring. Next, for each x E S which lies in at least one monochromatic 
A E ;T change the color of x with probability p = (1 + 6)(ln sjin 
(6 < 3 E fixed). We call this the Recoloring. (The probability that the color 
of x is changed is unaffected by the number of monochromatic sets it lies in.) 
For A E .Y, let S, be the event that A was Red in the First Coloring and 
in the Recoloring. P(S,) = 2-“(1 -p)” so that 
P v  s, ,<m2-“(1 -p)” =0(l) 
( ) A EC+- 
(1) 
by the propitious choice of p. 
Fix A, B E 9- with ]A n Bj = i > 0. Let E,, be the event that B was Blue 
in the First Coloring and A is Red in the Recoloring. We shall bound 
P(E.4B). For each D GA -B let E,,, be the event that B U D was Blue and 
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FIG. 1. A turning Red 
A - (B U 0) was Red in the First Coloring. The E,,, are disjoint events 
which cover E,, so 
W,m) = t: W.m I EAB,) V,,d (2) 
DEA-B 
All P(E,,,) = 2-2”+i since they specify the First Coloring of A U B. Let 
IDI =j 
P(EAB I EABD) Q Pi+’ (3) 
since all x E (A n B) U D must have their color changed. (Attempts to 
improve Beck’s theorem have concentrated at this point. We have not made 
use of the requirements that all x E D lie in Blue Sets and no 
x E A - (B U D) changes color.) There are (“ii) < (d]j!) D’s of cardinality 
j. Thus, 
n-i n-i (pny’ 
P(EAB) < s 2-2n+i ;p’+j= 2-2”(2p)i c -. 
j=O j=O j! 
(4) 
The summation is bounded by enp = S’ +‘. We dominate (2~)’ by 2p. Hence, 
and 
P(EAB) < 2-2”(2p)s1+s (5) 
P VEAB ( 1 <,*2-*“(2p)s’+*=o(l), (6) 
the disjunction over all intersecting pairs A, B. 
For a set to be Red under the Recoloring, either some S, or some E,, 
must hold. The probability of the existence of a Red, and similarly a Blue, 
set under the Recoloring is negligible. Almost always, and hence sometimes, 
the Recoloring is a coloring of Y so that no A EF is monochromatic. 
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